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As we are gathered together today, we are here once again in the season between Easter morning and
the Ascension of Christ. We call this time the season of Eastertide. This is a season of resurrection
stories that defy imagination, earthly logic, and even our understanding of the natural world around us.
This is a season that requires faith.

As a result, for some people this is a season that is terribly uncomfortable. For some people,
Christianity is a perfectly wonderful religion once you set aside all of the miraculous bits. Jesus seems
like a great moral teacher to many people both within and outside of Christian circles. As a result, many
people have attempted to justify the miraculous actions in Christ’s life. Such well intentioned people
might think that perhaps the miraculous healings can be explained by Jesus having an above average
understanding of the ailments around Him. For others, a different logic makes sense. Perhaps the
disciples were carried away in describing the life of a great moral teacher. For some, such logic is
enough for most of the stories, but the resurrection stories are hard to explain away.

The seeming incompatible nature of the resurrection with world logic is not a new problem. Matthew’s
gospel is considered by many to be a gospel born out of growing conflict between the Jewish
communities and the early church on many subjects including the very nature of the church’s claims. In
his commentary on the Gospel of Matthew in the “Interpretation” Bible Commentary Series, Dr. Douglas
R. A. Hare wrote on these matters. Coming from the perspective that the Gospel of Matthew was
written about forty years after the death and resurrection of Christ,1 Dare notes in his commentary that:2

“The resurrection of Jesus is an affront to many scientifically trained minds. While the disciples’
feeling that Jesus was still present with them “in spirit” is credible, the story of the empty tomb is
dismissed as a pious legend. The church’s celebration of Easter is sometimes perceived by
such persons as an embarrassing fraud.”

Dr. Hare went on to note that the resurrection narrative was a challenge for people even during the first
days of the early church. The seeming inconsistencies between the gospel narratives made the secular
case for the resurrection suspect in the eyes of most non-believers during the earliest days of the
church. The same struggle continues to frustrate people today. Dr. Hare notes that this was likely not an
issue for the early church as they tended to be less concerned with the details and more concerned
with the stories. He wrote:3

“The fact of the matter is that the case was not meant to be brought to the jury. It is a faith story,
intended not for unbelievers but for believers, because it is not so much about Jesus as it is
about God, whose activity is not subject to the scrutiny of a law court.”

3 Ibid, 328.
2 Ibid, 327.

1 Hare, Douglas R. A.. Matthew: Interpretation: A Bible Commentary for Teaching and Preaching (p. 2).
Presbyterian Publishing Corporation. Kindle Edition.



The struggle that many have with the gospel stories of resurrection is that they can seem like logically
inconsistent stories that are defiant in the face of a world where the dead remain dead, where it is
easier to believe in a conspiracy of a snatched corpse than to believe it rose from dead, and where it is
frankly easier at times to believe that Christ remained dead rather than leaving to go on a journey while
His faithful followers wait for Him.

What’s really frustrating to many people is how the church seemingly leans into the inconsistent nature
of the gospel by stating that God’s wisdom is higher than earthly wisdom and that God’s ways are
higher than our ways.4 To put it simply, the world seemingly shakes a fist saying that none of the
resurrection stories make sense. The church listens and basically says, “Yup. Isn’t God mysterious and
wonderful?”

Look at today’s story for example. The Jewish leaders of that time were concerned that Jesus’ followers
would do something questionable, so they asked Pilate to seal and set guards over the tomb of Christ.
Pilate told them that they could do that if they felt so inclined, so a contingent of soldiers was set over
the tomb. The tomb is sealed, guarded, and Jesus was going to stay put, right?

Instead of order and peace, the soldiers are met with anything but the expected. They may have carried
swords and spears. The guards possibly had clubs, daggers, slings, or bows. The guards were likely
more than a match for a bunch of fishermen who occasionally couldn’t even manage to catch the fish
they needed to be good fishermen.

What does the story give to the faithful guards that are doing their jobs? They were ready for fishermen
in ordinary clothes with second hand or improvised weapons, but instead they faced an angel with a
face like lightning and bright clothes. They may have been prepared to risk someone trying to stab
them, but who could ever be ready for an earthquake? None of this makes sense in a world where
angels do not show up on a regular basis. None of this makes sense in a world where earthquakes are
predictable and found around faultlines. All of these objections occur before we even note that
someone rises from the grave who has been dead for days.

I remind you of Dr. Hare’s words about the resurrection stories again: “It is a faith story, intended not for
unbelievers but for believers, because it is not so much about Jesus as it is about God…” These stories
were never meant to be evidence in a trial, because there is no court that can try the God of the
Universe. These stories were never meant to be about a man rising from the dead, because it is
actually about the Creator God working to bring life into a broken world. Indeed, while Jesus is fully
human, Jesus is also fully divine: a state of being that few if any of us understand completely. The
resurrection story is by nature beyond our comprehension and our understanding. The resurrection is a
faith story that at some level requires faith and belief.

For me, the faith stories around the resurrection share two ideas with me that are incredibly important
for my understanding of life. First, the resurrection story tells me that death is not as permanent as it
seems. The world may be full of the memories of those who have passed from this world, but it is also
full of stories shared by those who have passed on to the next life. I stand as a person who has been
invited to believe in the resurrection by people who lived faithful lives proclaiming that the resurrection

4 This sentiment is found in many places including Job 12, 1 Corinthians 1, and Ephesians 3



was powerful, true, and would one day overcome all of death. I live as a person who proclaims that
“Christ has died, Christ is risen. Christ will come again.”

Second, the resurrection stories, and especially this story points me towards an interesting perspective.
Those soldiers long ago were likely well armed, well trained, and ready to do their duty. They should
have been more than enough to handle those twelve disciples.

The soldiers failed utterly at their task. At the beginning of the story, it seems unlikely as the people who
feared something would happen were given permission to do whatever they felt was necessary. They
should not have failed, but neither spears nor swords stood a chance against the power of God. They
should have succeeded with daggers, clubs, or slings, but no foe really stood a chance against the
Living God. There simply wasn’t enough firepower in the world to stand in the way of God when God
raised Christ from the grave. If death itself was broken, what chance would a pointy stick stand?

So, let me ask you this, people of God? Do you believe in the resurrection of Christ from the dead? Do
you believe that God was able to do a good work even in the fact of the pointiest of sticks or the
shiniest sets of armor? If so, how does that change the way you see the world around you?

We are a people who live in this world while truly belonging in another. We are sojourners through a
world that is obsessed with guns, tanks, missiles, drones, and all forms of combat on land, on the seas,
in the air, and nowadays in cyberspace. The world is full of people who think that might gives them the
right to do what they want in this world. To use the ideas of Jesus, the world stands around thinking that
is the strongest. Who can rob a strong man when there is nobody stronger? Who could possibly stand
up to those who have all of the weapons, all of the might, and all of the laws on their side? The world
stands around and scoffs at that which it does not understand.

We travel through a strange land that looks at us strangely for what we believe. What do we believe?5

“[We believe] in one Lord Jesus Christ, the Only Begotten Son of God, born of the Father before
all ages. God from God, Light from Light, true God from true God, begotten, not made,
consubstantial with the Father; through him all things were made. For us men and for our
salvation he came down from heaven, and by the Holy Spirit was incarnate of the Virgin Mary,
and became man. For our sake he was crucified under Pontius Pilate, he suffered death and
was buried, and rose again on the third day in accordance with the Scriptures. He ascended into
heaven and is seated at the right hand of the Father. He will come again in glory to judge the
living and the dead and his kingdom will have no end.”

Do you know what believing that means for me? If the Only Begotten Son of God stands before an
army, the army should be the one who flinches. If Jesus Christ is “God from God, Light from Light, true
God from true God,” then I am far more concerned with what Jesus cares about than any dictator with a
gun, a mob, or a set of rules. If Jesus Christ suffered death, was buried, and rose again, I am far less
concerned with the guards who watch the tomb than with the One who emerged, ascended, and will
come again. The world sees the strength it has and grins. We see the strength of our God and shake
our head in sadness at a world that thinks itself stronger than the Living God. We look at their

5 Nicene Creed



formations and might and we hear the words from Luke 11:23 whisper through time: “Whoever isn’t with
me is against me, and whoever doesn’t gather with me, scatters.”

In truth, the resurrection is a strange story. Do you know what’s equally strange to me? Believing in
these gospel stories while accepting that the world around us is really the way it is meant to be. The
story we carry is strange to the world around us, but the world around us also does a really good job of
making the same mistakes over and over again. We’re not perfect and we are always seeking
improvement, but from the first day we have lived in a relationship with a God who taught us to love our
neighbors as ourselves. We may have stubbed our toes on our own hubris over the years, but even in
our darkest hours, there have always been voices calling the church back to faithfulness. Our road has
been marked with a real need for humility and perseverance. Why?

Perhaps we kept being called back to the truth because there would be days when the world would
need a people who follow a resurrected Christ. Perhaps the world needs people who believe that
swords and spears aren’t enough. Perhaps the world needs people who have enough strangeness in
them to believe that the things which remain are faith, hope, and love instead of bullets, bombs, and
bazookas.

What am I suggesting? Let me be honest with you when I tell you that I am not nearly arrogant enough
or self-assured enough to believe that I know precisely what you are called to do in the world today. I
cannot tell you who the villain is in the story of life or what systems need to be changed and how. Such
decisions are above my paygrade as a minister.

I am suggesting that the power of the resurrection exists in part as a power that is born out of the ability
to look beyond the surface of appearances. I am suggesting that the world may need people who can
look beyond what makes sense to what should be. I am suggesting that the world has plenty of people
who are great at wielding the weapons of war but few who willingly wield the tools of peace.

Can you wield those tools of peace today? Can you look beyond the limitations of what is in order to
see what should or could be? Can you look beyond the “facts” to see the truth? In a moment we are
going to sing a song, but before we move on, I would invite you to take a few moments in silence before
we pray. In that silence I invite you to ask what God would say if you echoed the words of the prophet
Samuel: “Here I am Lord. Speak, for your servant is listening.”6

6 1 Samuel 3:10


